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Bored with the usual video editing tools? Try a brand new experience with Alight Motion right on your Android smartphone! This application allows you to create motion effects right on images/videos, then turn them into real artwork. The latest Alight Motion mod is available on our blog and you can download it for free now.2020 can be considered a boom
year for mobile applications to create motion effects. There have been thousands of apps created based on this topic. However, do you know what was the word to open this trend? This is Alight Motion. This app was developed and released by Alight creative play store at the end of 2018. This quickly created a new trend in mobile photo editing. Instead of
using classic filters and editing tools like Picsart, Alight Motion lets you add unique motion effects to your pictures and videos. This app is available for Android and iOS, free downloadable. Alight Motion has received over 10 million installs in the Play Store. This is the best and most popular motion effect application currently on mobile. Many users quickly fell
in love with this app because the user-friendly interface and the powerful editing features it offers are really impressive. Features of the applicationAlight Motion is definitely the best professional graphics app for Android you can find right now. The app offers tons of powerful editing features to help you create professional graphical videos directly on your
smartphone. Let's explore its outstanding features below. Easily create video graphics and motion effectsThasas the feature of Alight Motion is to add motion effects to images and turn them into unique videos. Or, users can even sew multiple photos to create motion videos thanks to the powerful editing tools provided by the app. It offers a huge collection of
unique effects for you to apply for both videos and images. Some of the outstanding effects of distorition/warp, Swirl-Create vortex effect, Wave Warp-create curved movements on an image or video, or pinch/bulge focus on the point that you choose to increase the details. Not only that blending tool Alight Motion will help you easily create a unique impact
that makes video really attractive. You can add different fusion effects to your video by setting them on the timeline during editing. Thanks to this, you will definitely be a really creative and professional product. Powerful and professional editing toolsIt is difficult to compare Alight Motion with a professional photo editing tool in Windows. However, what it can do
is truly impressive. The application gives users a set of powerful and professional video editing tools so you can freely create on your videos or images. The first tools I want to talk about are vectors and bitmaps. This allows you to and simulate any object you want, then add them to your video. After the new project, you will be redirected to the editing
interface. Click blue + here to add a layer or object to the video. Anything you add will appear on the timeline. You can customize the appearance of an object by dragging and dropping it on the timeline. Various objects are available so you can select and add videos. You can make a shape with pre-made cubes, or draw them by hand. Want to make your
video more emotional? Select the Audio tab to add a favorite melody to the video. You can also add any text to your video or convert them to subtitles. Alight Motion offers over 2,000 different fonts and lots of color options to make it easy to create something for your video. Easy-to-useAlight Motion has also appreciated its friendly and easy-to-use interface.
Although it is a powerful video editing tool with lots of outstanding features, you won't have a hard time getting started with it. Whether you have experience with video editing applications or are a beginner, everything is very clear and easy to use. You can only perform editing actions with one finger. You just need to tap to select a tool, add them to your
project, then drag and drop to edit them on the timeline. Many commented that using Alight Motion is even easier than video editing apps on your computer because all navigation and interface is optimized for touch screen. Export video of high quality with many optionsMausus video editing apps will only export video SD quality if you use a free plan only.
However, Alight Motion does not. This application allows you to output video of high quality up to 1080p. Supported formats are MP4 and GIF. Not only that, the application allows you to set video quality options before you create a new project or element. Options include:Video aspect ratio: Various options available, including 16: 9:16, 1: 1, 4: 3.Select video
resolution: lowest is 180p and highest is 1080pChoose Frame Rate: Maximum 30fps. Background: Available in 4 options: Black, White, Light Gray, and Transparent.In in general, these detailed settings make it easy to create the right project and export the file according to your needs. Free useAlight Motion is completely free to download. If you are a general
user and do not have additional requirements, this application fully satisfies you. Free tools are enough for you to edit and export videos of good enough quality. However, there are premium features available in Alight Motion that you have to pay with real money to use. Requires configurationSus you have a powerful graphics program to keep your device
running smoothly. Specifically, your device needs to release Android 5.0 or later, 100M of free memory and 3 GB of power storage is available. How quickly or slowly the video output is depends on the configuration of the device. Also note that you have parameters to initialize the project so that you don't waste resources on your device. For example, if you
want to share a video on Instagram, just select the video for HD quality, 24Fps, and video aspect ratio of 1:1.What is Alight Motion PRO? Alight Motion is a paid membership package for those who want to access all advanced features of the app. There are 2 options to subscribe to membership every month or year. Prices are pretty good for you to enjoy the
unique features of the app. Here are the advantages of registering for the membership package: Completely remove in-app adsMooth Watermark permanentUnlock all exclusive features including Keyframes, Easingm Bright Contrast and Vector Graphics.Latest mod version of Alight Motion for AndroidWe give you the latest mod for Alight Motion. Here are
the mod features: PRO Unlock: You can access and use all pro features of the app for free (Including unique filters and advanced editing tools)Note: Alight Motion MOD is currently only available for Android If you get an error Application is not installed, please remove the old version that already existed on the device, then reinstall. The logon is available. If
you are looking for a professional video editor to create a unique motion video then Alight Motion is definitely a great choice. This app has been trusted by millions of users around the world for its powerful features and friendly interface. Looking for a simple and effective way to edit your newly captured video? Or is it a cool mobile app that can help you create
brilliant pieces of animation? Finally, your main trio of mobile video editor will be completed with the introduction of Alight Motion. Now, together with FilmoraGo and KineMaster, the app will be your last tool for common video creations. This is said, like most other apps, Alight Motion offers similar features that would allow you to effectively customize your ingame videos. Feel free to take advantage of the huge collection of video editing capabilities and features that enjoy creating brilliant videos with your infinite imagination. And most importantly, for those of you who are interested in making animated videos, it is definitely a great tool to work with. Learn more about this amazing app from Alight Creative with our
review. For those of you who are interested in making videos and creating animations, you can completely craft professional pieces of motion graphics and video clips with your smartphone using Alight Motion.That said the app provides a brilliant set of tools that users can use to edit their captured videos and photo footage. Or enjoy the awesome features
that allow you to create motion graphics and animations. And at the same time, create a nice and refined piece of audio and sound. Alight Motion: Video and animation editor brings up the world of professional animation and users, allowing you to use a useful editing tool on mobile devices for users. Here in the app, you can access awesome editing tools and
brilliant visual effects that you can use to craft your own personal cuts of videos and animations. Feel free to capture footage, or draw right into your device, and create awesome videos of them. The app is designed to edit videos on most mobile devices. So of course it could work well for most of your Android devices. However, since a video editing act
would require a lot of hardware capabilities from your system, you will need to provide a decent capacity app so it can do its job. That's to say, your Android devices should have at least 1.5 unallocated RAM to be installed and go run. And in order for it to be done properly, your system must have a quad-core processor, 4GB of RAM, or more. And most
importantly, make sure you keep your Alight Motion app updated frequently so you won't be missing out on any of its features. Here you will find all the exciting features that the game has to offer: To begin with, all the creative heads out there, you're free to bring awesome changes to your animation library with Alight Motion. That's to say, the app allows you
to create awesome pieces of animation and motion graphics with vector and bitmap support that is able to edit the vector graphics right on your phone. So, you can easily create your favorite animated hassle-free. In addition to that keyframe animation is also available in several settings that improve the ability of your editor. And to make things even more
lightening, you can also choose a few movements from a set of presets and built-in elements. And to make editing more intuitive and accessible, Android users are allowed to easily import their editing materials from internal memory and online libraries to Alight Motion. This allows you to quickly and efficiently edit on your mobile devices. In addition to that, to
help you create your own video, the app also features a quick export option that offers both MP4 video and GIF animations. So, you can easily create your favorite pieces of animation and upload them to a standard definition. For those of you who are interested in, the app also comes with a complete and capable editor and animation system that offers
multiple visual effects for you to use. Start with outstanding gradient fill effects and an entire collection of colors. Feel free to put on the boundaries and shadow the effects of your animated objects. And most importantly, you can take full advantage of the speed-based motion blur to quickly create your own animation effects. Feel free to enjoy the awesome
visual effects and color correction app as you thrive in craft your animations. As you dive into the world of video editing and animating, Alight Motion provides tool for efficient and intuitive use of the app. This means that you will have access to layered settings that offer multiple layers of graphics, video and audio. With these layers, you can easily vanish your
entire board and make specific changes to each element in your video. Plus, having layers properly grouped together, you can easily section and edit the video as you want. And last but not least, when you're used to editing videos and creating animations with Alight Motion, you can make the app even more comfortable and intuitive by accessing its brilliant
keyboard shortcuts. This means that Android users can save their favorite elements and effects in in-app groups for future projects. So you won't find yourself having to work too much on the app, just a few changes can give you a completely edited piece of video or animation. For those interested in animating and creating motion graphics, you can easily find
Alight Motion, which is free to use in the Google Play Store. Feel free to download and have it installed on your mobile devices without having to pay anything. And if you find in-app purchases and ads are pretty annoying, then you might want to switch to our modified version of the app. That's to say, with it, you can easily access all available features in the
app without having to purchase subscriptions. At the same time, it is fun to create animations without disturbing the ads. And most importantly, feel free to use the app without having to pay anything. Just download the Alight Motion Pro Mod APK on our website and you will be good to go. Most of the time, the device works properly and can help you easily
edit animations. However, complaints have been recorded that the app is unstable on certain mobile devices. And the worst part is that it can freeze while you're editing, which can be quite a bump. So, you'll want your Alight Motion app updated to the latest version and enjoy the editor for capable hardware. For those looking for a quick and effective way to
make animations and motion graphics, Alight Motion is definitely a great choice for portable use. This means that the app can work on most mobile devices with small problems. More importantly, it comes with a variety of useful and effective functions to create beautiful animations. So, it would be a great add-up to your brilliant video editor collection. Plus,
with the app being completely unlocked and free on our website, we don't see any reason to now be installed. Feel free to dive into the world of creativity and enjoy creating animations to the fullest when you're ready. Ready.
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